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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusion of the research and the suggestion

from the researcher to the next researcher who wants to conduct the research of

language function. The conclusion is arranged based on the findings and

discussion. Meantime, the suggestion is given in order to complete this study.

5.1 Conclusion

It is a proof, language that is used by Mario Teguh in the motivation show

called Mario Teguh Golden Ways in Metro TV contains elements of

communication and language function. It indicates that the show used all elements

that belong to elements of communication. Furthermore, Mario Teguh as the

speaker used language for different purposes.

This research focused on finding the elements of communication that are

used in the show and language function used by Mario Teguh. The researcher had

analyzed the findings and found all the elements of communication; they were 7

elements of communication namely addresser, addressee, channel, message form,

topic, code, and setting. These elements of communication were used to identify

the macro function in the Mario Teguh Golden Ways show.

Mario Teguh as the addresser tried to give some positive words to his

audience and tv viewer as the adressee. He used some channels through television

and internet to be the medium when he was delivering the messages. He chose

Mengatasi Rasa Takut Gagal to be his massage form to strenghten the audience
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how to face fear of failure. Thus, the topic actually was kind of motivation that

could motivate the audience to make them inspired to do many better things for

their life. Mario Teguh did not only use one langauge but also two languages to be

his code namely Bahasa Indonesia, English, and Javanesse. It indicates that he

wanted to deliver his motivation widely to the various kind of audience who have

different background of language. The setting was taken in Mario Teguh Golden

Ways studio at 7 pm on Sunday, on Metro TV.

Furthermore, the researcher found six out of seven functions of language

functions from 119 utterances produced by Mario Teguh. They were emotive

function, directive function, phatic function, poetic function, referential function

and metalinguistic function.

In other words, researcher found only six from seven language functions

namely emotive function, directive function, phatic function, poetic, referential

function and metalinguistic that became single function in 90 utterances. The

researcher found that referential function was the most function used by Mario

Teguh. He used this function because motivation required a lot of information to

be informed during his speech in the topic entitled Mengatasi Rasa Takut Gagal in

Mario Teguh Golden Ways show. This referential function provided some positive

information and inspiration that made people inspired to take positive facts and

information in their life.

By using referential function, it indicates that people used this function

when they told some stories, shared their knowledge, and gave some comments in

a certain discussion. All those activities that were performed by the people exactly
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produced referential function. It was because those activities provided some

information when the utterances were performed. Furthermore, it is a fact that

referential function has an important role in the  use of language in daily life.

The researcher found that there were some combination among the

language functions. It means, one utterance was not only bringing one function

but also two functions (double) or even three functions (triple). There were 27

double functions that were found in the utterances produced by Mario Teguh

namely directive phatic function, directive poetic function, directive referential

function, phatic referential function and poetic referential function. For triple

function, they were only 2 kinds of functions that could be found, they were

directive phatic referential function and phatic poetic referential function. Those

combination functions could happen when Mario Teguh delivered some various

messages. Moreover, combination function should be seen from the context when

it was used in delivering the message by the speaker to the hearer.

Furthermore, language functions are used in the right way to reach its

communicative purposes. They have their own meaning and intention when they

are carried in some messages in a certain condition and situation. In Mario Teguh

Golden Ways entitled Mengatasi Rasa Takut Gagal, Mario Teguh used some

various language functions in different motives and intention in the motivation to

make the audience understand what actually the messages are.

Overall, there is a correlation between elements of communication and

language functions. By identifiying the elements of communications, the

researcher could understand about the situation, the context and the condition of
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the show. When the elements of communication change, the language functions

will change either because elements communication could give effect to the used

of language functions in a certain situation.

5.2 Suggestion

The researcher realized that the research on language function used by

Mario Teguh in Mario teguh Golden Ways did not cover all the aspects of

language function. The researcher only analyzed the elements of communication

and language functions. Thus, based on the findings of the research, the researcher

suggests the next researcher conduct research of language function in different

objects which reflect more about application of language function used in daily

life to make the readers understand more the concept of performing language

function in real life. The researcher also suggests the next researchers use other

theories of language function to analyze the data, especially in analyzing the use

of language function in utterances produced by speakers and texts produced by

writers.


